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Abstract: Sudden water inrush has been a deadly killer in underground engineering for decades.
Currently, especially in developing countries, frequent water inrush accidents still kill a large number
of miners every year. In this study, an approach for predicting the probability of fault-induced
water inrush in underground engineering using the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
was developed. Six parameters related to the aquifer, the water-resisting properties of the aquifuge
and the mining-induced stresses were extracted as the major parameters to construct the ANFIS
model. The constructed ANFIS was trained with twenty reported real fault-induced water inrush
cases, and another five new cases were used to test the prediction performance of the trained ANFIS.
The final results showed that the prediction results of the five cases were completely consistent
with the actual situations. This indicates that the ANFIS is highly accurate in the prediction of
fault-induced water inrush and suggests that quantitative assessment of fault-induced water inrush
using the ANFIS is possible.
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1. Introduction

In mining activities, unexpected volumes of groundwater that rush into a working face or
a heading face in a short period of time can be a fatal disaster, killing miners and flooding equipment.
Currently, water inrushes still occur all over the world, especially in coal producing countries such
as United States, Australia, China, Poland and India [1–4]. Frequent water accidents, on the one
hand, seriously affect miners’ safety and on the other hand affect productivity. Predicting the
probability of a water inrush accurately and then taking some effective countermeasures before
mining or excavating therefore becomes an important and urgent issue for the safety management of
underground mining engineering.

The frequent occurrence of water inrush accidents can be attributed, in part, to the geological
complexity and stress complexity of underground mining, but we must admit that it is also due to our
underdeveloped water inrush risk assessment system. Taking China as an example, an underdeveloped
empirical formula proposed in the 1960s [5] is still applied today to assess the inrush risk throughout
the country.

In recent years, soft computing techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANN), fuzzy
inference system (FIS) and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) have already provided
solutions for a wide range of engineering problems [6–19]. However, for the water inrush problem in
underground engineering, there are still only a few studies [4,20] in this field.

In this study, our aim is to apply the ANFIS (the combination of the ANN and FIS) to predict
the probability of water inrush. This study is organized as follows. In the next section, a brief
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description of the mechanisms and major influencing factors of the fault-induced water inrush will be
given. The algorithm of the ANFIS will be given in Section 3; and the training, testing and prediction
performances of the ANFIS will be given in Section 4.

2. Brief Description of Fault-Induced Water Inrush

2.1. Water-Conducting Property of Fault

In most cases, the main reason for fault-induced water inrush is that the fault itself has
a good water-conducting property. This property is mainly determined by two aspects. First,
hydro-mechanical units within the fault zone are generally high permeability structures [21–26];
the typical structural elements of a fault zone are given in Figure 1. Second, besides the feature of high
permeability, the fault zone itself is a water-bearing structure filled with fluid, especially when it is
connected to an aquifer [27].
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sets of fractures are subsidiary structures in damage zones. Modified from Gudmundsson [23].

2.2. Brief Introduction to Fault-Induced Water Inrush

In some cases, a coal seam and an aquifer can be cut simultaneously by a large fault (see Figure 2),
and a fault generally acts as a water-conducting structure, thus directly connecting the aquifer and the
coal seam. In this case, a water inrush accident may occur suddenly when a working face is close to
the fault.

A small fault can also lead to water inrush accidents (Figure 3). In most cases, small faults are
not connected with a coal seam, however under the coupling actions of mining-induced stresses
and hydraulic pressure, the fault reactivation [27–31] can occur and therefore form a water inrush
passageway. On the one hand, whether or not a fault reactivation occurs is related to the fault-tip
stress concentration scale caused by mining-induced stresses, and on the other hand is related to the
relative position between the fault and the working face. As for the fractured water-conducting zone in
the floor caused by mining-induced stresses, according to Li’s work [32], by conducting a correlation
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analysis between the related mining parameters and the size of the fractured zone in 16 working faces,
he came to the following regression formula:

h = 0.0175H + 0.1463α + 3.3817M + 0.0508L − 7.76695 (1)

where h is the depth of the water-conducting fractured zone; H is the mining depth; α is the dip angle
of the coal seam; M is the mining height; L is the length of the working face. As can be seen from this
formula, the correlation coefficient of the mining height is the largest, which means that the mining
height has the most significant influence on the size of the fractured zone, followed by the dip angle of
the coal seam; more investigations about how the fractured zone is affected by the dip angle of the coal
seam can also be seen from Miao and Zhang’s works [3,33].
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In the process of mining, a water-conducting fault mainly affects water inrush in the following
aspects. Groundwater in the aquifer can be raised to a certain height by the water-conducting fault,
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thus reducing the effective thickness of the aquifuge. In some cases, groundwater may even be directly
raised to a coal seam with the aquifuge completely losing its water-resisting function. Sometimes,
a large fault may cut through multiple aquifers and these cut aquifers are thus hydraulically linked.
If water inrush occurs in such a case, then there will be a large volume of groundwater related.

3. Methodology of the ANFIS

Based on fuzzy theory and fuzzy logic inference, the FIS has the advantage of simulating the
reasoning process of the human brain [34] and has the advantage of solving problems that are described
in the language of uncertainty. The ANN simulates the working mechanisms of the human brain
from another perspective [35,36]. It is structured by a number of interconnected processing artificial
neurons, therefore it can mimic the human brain to process data in parallel.

The ANFIS combines the advantages of the ANN and FIS. It uses the self-learning process of the
ANN to process data in parallel and to realize automatic fuzzy inference. In the ANFIS, the input and
output nodes of the neural network are used to express the input and output signals of fuzzy systems,
and the membership functions and fuzzy rules of fuzzy systems are represented by the hidden notes
of the neural network.

3.1. Architecture of ANFIS

As an example, Figure 4 shows a typical ANFIS model [37,38] with two inputs, x and y, and an
output, f, for the first-order Sugemo fuzzy model [39]. Two rules were employed:

Rule1 : i f x is A1 and y is B1, then f1 = p1x + q1y + r1

Rulen : i f x is A2 and y is B2, then f2 = p2x + q2y + r2

As can be seen, in these two rules the input part is fuzzy but the output part is a certain linear
function (sometimes it could also be a constant), and A1, B1, A2, B2 represent the membership functions
for x and y; p1, q1, r1, p2, q2, r2, are the parameters for all the fuzzy systems.
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The process of fuzzy reason is illustrated in Figure 4 [38,39]; as can be seen from the figure,
an ANFIS consists of five layers [37]. Layers marked by squares are adaptive layers, which means that
their node values are adjustable. On the contrary, layers marked with circles have fixed parameter sets.

Layer 1: The first layer of this system is the fuzzy layer, and each node of this layer is an adaptive
node and represents a fuzzy linguistic variable. If we choose a Gaussian function as the membership
function, then the membership grade of every element of the inputs could be calculated as follows:

O1,i = µAi (x) = (exp(−(x − ci))
2/σi ) (i = 1, 2) (2)

O1,i = µBi (y) = (exp(−(y − ci))
2/σi ) (i = 1, 2) (3)

where cj and σj are two premise parameters that could change the shape of the membership function
while cj denotes the center of the membership function and σj represents its width.

Layer 2: Labeled as Π, each node of layer 2 is a fixed node which is represented by a circle, and the
output of each node is calculated by means of the ‘product’ of all the incoming signals of the first layer:

O2,i = wi = µAi (x)u Bi (y) (i = 1, 2) (4)

The output wi is the firing strength of the corresponding rule.
Layer 3: Each node of this layer is also a fixed node marked with a circle and labeled as N,

denoting the normalized firing strengths of every rule. The outputs for this layer are computed by
using Equation (5) as:

O3,i = wi = wi /(w1 + w2) (i = 1, 2) (5)

where wi is the normalized firing strength.
Layer 4: For this layer, every node represents a node function (see Equation (6)), and each adaptive

node of this layer represents the contribution of the i-th rule to the overall output.

O4,i = wi fi = wi(pix + qiy + ri) (i = 1, 2) (6)

Corresponding to the above mentioned premise parameters, here pi, qi, ri are called the
consequent parameters.

Layer 5: In this layer, the overall outputs, which are the sum of all incoming signals of the previous
layers, are calculated through the sum operation (Σ):

O5,i = f = ∑
i

wi fi =
∑i(wi fi)

∑i wi
(i = 1, 2) (7)

3.2. Hybrid Learning Rule of the ANFIS

The learning process of the ANFIS is actually a process of learning knowledge from the training
samples by adjusting the premise parameters and the consequent parameters, which is achieved by
using the gradient method and the least squares method [40,41]. For the above described ANFIS model,
if we rewrite Equation (7) as Equation (8), clearly we can see from Equation (8) that the overall output
of the model can be expressed as a linear combination of the consequent parameters. Supposing t is
the target value and f is the actual output, the aim of the learning process is actually to find the optimal
consequent parameters that could minimize the error function e between t and f (see Equation (9)).

f = ∑
i

wi fi = (w1x)p1 + (w1y)q1 + (w1)r1 + (w2x)p2 + (w2y)q2 + (w2)r2 (8)

e = ( f − t)2 (9)
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As discussed in Jang’s research [42], the learning process includes a forward pass and a backward
pass. In the forward pass, the functional signals go forward until layer 4 and the consequent parameters
(in layer 4) are identified by the least squares estimate; whereas in the backward pass, the error rate
propagates backward and the premise parameters are updated by the gradient decent.

4. Prediction of Fault-Induced Water Inrush with the ANFIS

As discussed in Section 2, fault-induced water inrushes are affected by multiple factors and each
of them has a different role in water inrushes. The aquifer pressure is the most important factor since it
always acts as a dynamic factor to trigger an inrush accident. The fault, which is like a bridge that
connects the aquifer and the seam, often acts as a conduit to allow water flow from an aquifer to a
coal seam. The aquifuge, on the contrary, has a restraining role to resist water flow from an aquifer to
a coal seam.

Corresponding to the above mentioned factors, water pressure (WP); distance to working face
(DWF) (detailed representation can be seen in Figures 2 and 3); fault throw (FT); mining height (MH);
dip angle of coal seam (DACS); and aquifuge thickness (AT) are therefore introduced as the six main
parameters to predict water inrush in this study. Here, the WP is used for representing the hydraulic
property of the aquifer; the DWF and the FT are used for indicating the relative position between the
fault and the working face; the size of the mining-induced fractured zone is mainly determined by the
MH and DACS; and we use AT to indicate the water-resisting capability of the aquifuge.

4.1. ANFIS Training

To train the ANFIS, the first step is the determination of the input parameters and the desired
output. The six main parameters mentioned above are selected as the input parameters. If we use
1 and −1 (named as the water inrush index) to represent water inrush occurring and not occurring
respectively, then 1 and −1 can be used as the numerical desired outputs to implement ANFIS training.
The ANFIS structure implemented is illustrated in Figure 5 with input and output parameters.
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For the ANFIS, its prediction is based on the training and learning from known samples. Hence,
in this work, real water inrush cases reported by Shi [43] were selected as training samples (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Real water inrush cases used for ANFIS training (reported by Shi [43]).

Mines (WP)/MPa (MH)/m (AT)/m (FT)/m (DACS)/◦ (DWF)/m
Whether Water Inrush
Accident Occurred in

Actual Situation?

Xiazhuang coal mine case 1 1.82 0.8 26.39 4 12 16 Yes
Xiazhuang coal mine case 2 1.65 1.6 25.85 50 17 90 Yes
Xiazhuang coal mine case 3 1 0.9 22.33 2 13 16 Yes
Xiazhuang coal mine case 4 2.88 1 17.68 1.3 20 0 Yes
Jingxing coal mine case 1 2.01 8 28 0.6 18 10 Yes
Jingxing coal mine case 2 1.91 8 43 1.5 11 2 Yes

Hongshan coal mine case 1 1.33 0.85 36.38 0.8 7 62 No
Hongshan coal mine case 2 0.95 1.45 26.89 1 6 55 No
Hongshan coal mine case 3 0.92 1.4 33.61 0.5 8 0 No
Hongshan coal mine case 4 0.34 0.9 32.65 22 6 6 No
Heishan coal mine case 1 1.06 2 27.79 0.46 7 21 No
Heishan coal mine case 2 0.83 2.85 26.56 0.7 12 6 No

Xieyi coal mine 2 2.81 30 1.5 18 12 Yes
Jiulishan coal mine 1.87 1.9 23 0.5 15 17 Yes
Pandong coal mine 1.7 2.8 10 5 17 10 Yes
Taoyang coal mine 0.6 1.1 17 8 19 6 Yes
Huatai coal mine 2.1 1.6 59.5 3.5 10 39 No

Panxi coal mine case 1 2.8 2.75 69.17 11.7 12 36 No
Panxi coal mine case 2 2.8 2.55 66.11 16 12 29 No
Xiezhuang coal mine 1.3 1.7 30 4.9 5 21 Yes

WP: water pressure; MH: mining height; AT: aquifuge thickness; FT: fault throw; DACS: dip angle of coal seam;
DWF: distance to working face.

Before starting the training process, first of all, the initial FIS needs to be generated. The key to
this step is to determine the number of membership functions for each of the corresponding input
parameters, and the shape of the membership functions of the premise part. For the shape of the
membership functions, in this study, Gaussian shaped membership function was selected. In general,
the grid partition and subtractive clustering are the two ways which have been widely applied for
generating the initial FIS. By setting all initial water inrush indexes as 0 and by choosing the subtractive
clustering approach to generate the initial FIS, 13 if-then rules were thereby generated as can be
seen in Figure 6A. The advantage of the subtractive clustering technique is that a large data set can
be automatically distilled into several natural groups, thus resulting in a concise representation of
a system’s behavior [44]. A more detailed description of the subtractive clustering technique can be
seen in Chiu’s further work [45]. In this study, for generating the initial FIS, the corresponding system
parameter values are set as follows: range of influence is 0.65, squash factor is 1.25, acceptance ratio is
0.5 and rejection ratio is 0.15.

The ANFIS was trained by using the hybrid training algorithm as described in Section 3.1.
The shapes of the membership functions, which are determined by the initial FIS rules, were constantly
adjusted by the ANFIS training process. In this study, after 18 epochs of training, the training accuracy
meets the requirements, and the outputs of the ANFIS were exactly consistent with the desired outputs
(see Figure 7). After the training process, the 13 initial FIS rules were modified as can been seen in
Figure 6B, and the final shapes of the membership functions correspond to the six main parameters,
as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
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4.2. Results and Remarks

Actually, the training process of ANFIS is the process of learning knowledge from training samples.
Without doubt, the randomly generated initial FIS rules cannot be used to accurately infer the outputs
from the sample inputs, but through sample training, the ANFIS can constantly learn knowledge from
training samples, modify the membership functions’ shape and thus gradually adjust the initial FIS
rules. Therefore, the trained FIS rules are the optimized rules corresponding to the input–output pairs
of the training samples.

With all the trained FIS rules, which imply all the knowledge learned from the training samples,
fuzzy reasoning can thereby be conducted by using these FIS rules to predict the water inrush indexes
for any new samples. In Table 2, geological data for another five working faces of different mines
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are given, and by means of the 13 trained FIS rules (Figure 6B) we can obtain the reasoning results
of the water inrush indexes corresponding to these five working faces (see Table 3). In Figure 10,
the reasoning process of the 31,503 working face in Huatai coal mine is displayed (we do not display
all of these five cases because their reasoning processes are similar). As can be seen from Figure 10,
the water inrush index (0.661) obtained by FIS rules reasoning is neither equal to 1 nor equal to −1;
this raises the question of how to evaluate the risk of water inrush by using the obtained water inrush
index; in this study, we propose using the method of membership function to solve this problem and
more details about this method will be given in the next paragraph.
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mine by using the trained rules and trained membership functions.

In the process of ANFIS training, 1 and −1 were selected as the desired outputs to represent water
inrush occurring and not occurring respectively. Therefore, here, 1 and −1 are considered as two of
the critical values to establish the membership function of water inrush. The discourse domain of the
membership function is [−3.538, 3.391] (see Figure 10) and there are two fuzzy subsets included within
the discourse domain: the subset of water inrush occurring (Equation (10)) and the subset of water
inrush not occurring (Equation (11)). Now, with the established membership function of water inrush,
the probability of water inrush occurring or not occurring for any new samples can then be determined.
Now, an example is given to show how to calculate the probability of water inrush occurring or not
occurring for a new sample by using the method of membership function. For example, the water
inrush index of the 31,503 working face in Huatai coal mine is 0.661, so its grade of membership to
the subset of water inrush occurring is (1 + 0.661)/2 = 0.8305 and to the subset of water inrush not
occurring is (1 − 0.661)/2 = 0.1695 (see Figure 11); therefore, for the 31,503 working face in Huatai coal
mine, the probability of water inrush occurring is 0.8305 and not occurring is 0.1695.

y1 =


1 x ≥ 1
1+x

2 −1 < x < 1
0 x ≤ −1

(10)
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y2 =


1 x ≤ −1
1−x

2 −1 < x < 1
0 x ≥ 1

(11)

where y1 represents the membership function of water inrush occurring; y2 represents the membership
function of water inrush not occurring; x denotes the water inrush index inferred by the trained rules.
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Figure 11. Membership functions of water inrush occurring and not occurring; how to use the water
inrush index to obtain the probabilities of water inrush occurring or not occurring is also displayed in
this figure.

Using the method of membership function, the predicted results of the five cases corresponding
to Table 2 are calculated (as can be seen in Table 3). Our predicted results indicate that there are
three working faces for which the probability of occurrence of water inrush is higher than the
probability of non-occurrence. The three working faces are the 31,503 working face in Huatai coal
mine, the 51,302 working face in Liangzhuang coal mine and the 9602 working face in Baizhuang
coal mine; according to Shi’s reports [43], water inrush accidents have actually occurred in these three
working faces which indicates that our prediction results are consistent with the actual situation.

Table 2. Geological data of the five working faces used for prediction.

Working Faces (WP)/MPa (MH)/m (AT)/m (FT)/m (DACS)/◦ (DWF)/m

31,503 working face in Huatai coal mine 1.08 0.90 16.50 3.2 7 7
51,302 working face in Liangzhuang coal mine 1.10 1.60 20.00 15.0 11 16

6194 working face in Panxi coal mine 4.06 2.75 65.86 10.0 10 11
9602 working face in Baizhuang coal mine 3.11 2.61 44.30 3.5 11 12
61,106 working face in Huahen coal mine 2.70 2.55 66.97 16.0 12 31

Table 3. Prediction results of the five tested working faces.

Working Faces

Water Inrush
Index

Obtained by
FIS Reasoning

Probability
of Water
Inrush

Occurring

Probability
of Water

Inrush Not
Occurring

Whether Water
Inrush Occurred

in Actual
Situation

Whether the
Prediction Is

Consistent with
the Actual
Situation

31,503 working face in Huatai coal mine 0.661 0.8305 0.1695 Yes Yes
51,302 working face in Liangzhuang coal mine 0.658 0.829 0.171 Yes Yes

6194 working face in Panxi coal mine −0.999 0.0005 0.9995 No Yes
9602 working face in Baizhuang coal mine 0.122 0.561 0.439 Yes Yes
61,106 working face in Huahen coal mine −1 0 1 No Yes
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5. Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to develop a more advanced method for the assessment of mine
water inrushes, and to reduce the occurrence of a large number of ongoing water inrush accidents in
developing countries. In this paper, the technique of the ANFIS was used to predict the probability
of the fault-induced water inrush being developed. All the main parameters related to the hydraulic
properties of the aquifer, the water-resisting properties of the aquifuge and the mining-induced
stresses were considered in the developed method. With these main parameters, an ANFIS model
was constructed and the subtractive clustering method was used to generate the initial FIS rules.
In the training step, twenty real water inrush cases were used to train the initial rules and the
membership functions.

The advantage of the ANFIS is that after the training process, the trained FIS rules and the modified
membership functions imply all the knowledge learned from the training samples. With the other
five water inrush cases selected from different mines, we predicted their water inrush probabilities by
using the trained FIS rules and the method of membership function. The final prediction results were
consistent with the actual situation.

It needs to be emphasized here that, in the current study, only six main parameters were considered
to assess the risk of water inrush. Certainly, there are some improvements compared to the traditional
approach of considering only two parameters (the groundwater pressure and the aquifuge thickness)
but, in order to predict the fault-induced water inrush in a more efficient way, more parameters
could be considered, such as mining depth; mining method; mining intensity; working face length;
or strength of the floor, to name but a few. This can be the subject of a future study.
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